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Scottish Accessible Transport Alliance
Charity No SC027600

Open Meeting


Minutes

	Chairman's welcome and introductions (Douglas Gilroy)


Present:  Douglas Gilroy, Terry Barlow, Amanda Burt, Chris Clarke, Arthur Cowie, Stan Flett, Mike Harrison John Mc Donald,  Pat McGuigan, Jim McKay, Rod Murchison, Pauline Nolan, Hussein Patwa, Alan Rees, Alison Ritchie, Terry Robinson, Brian Masson, Frances Simpson, James Linklater, Fiona Anderson, Falkirk Access Panel
Thanks to Duncan and staff for their generous hosting of the meeting.

	Apologies for absence


John Ballantine, John Moore, Jan Goodall, Linda Wright, Paul Cross, Kate Cross, Patrick Nyamurundira, David Griffiths, Mary Rasmussen, Sheila Fletcher

	Minutes of the Meeting on 12 Feb 2014 (circulated)


Approved:  Terry, Alan

	Matters arising and action points


	 Speaker:  Fiona and James.


Overview of the company and plans for the future.  Engagement and standard of service with various partner groups.

Power point presentation. New vessels with excellent, high quality facilities. Smaller vessel and freight vessels that will carry passengers but there are restrictions due to the fact they are working vessels.

Creating excellent transport links to the ports – important to build up relationships to make this a reality.  

Kirkwall Bay – terminal a couple of miles outside main town. Low rider buses going out to that bay.  Operated by council although initially funded by the ferry company. Lerwick terminal outside main town and there are good relationships with local council to make sure that accessible buses run on this route.

Scrabster terminal – presented some issues over the years.  Stagecoach provides bus service but it takes a bit of work to ensure timetables fit the vessel schedule.  

Contract – for Transport Scotland to provide lifeline connections to Orkney and Schedule.  2 larger vessels and small vessel and 2 freight vessels. 5 ports – Stromness Aberdeen and the others.  Livestock, freight and passenger services in and out of the islands.

Huge responsibility within communities themselves and local procurement is really important – most within 15 miles of the port.  Harbour dues massive part of expenditure and this money goes into local community.  

237 staff employed on ships.  72 shore side and in 2013 spent 13.1m on salaries.  Social responsibility within community.  Sponsorship scheme – reduced travel costs to local groups.  Supported 182 groups and awarded 128,000 in sponsorship.  Also travel vouchers to local groups.

Sponsor various things throughout the year – see how they can support charities.  Give money back to them.  Local charity Serco supports Whiz Kids.  RNLI is a charity that is close to their hearts.  

Last year carried 284,000 passengers and 56,000 cars. 

Last year internal refurbishment of vessels.  

Executive lounge on vessels – free drinks and coffee and wi fi; new showering facilities including accessible family shower; new pod seating for those who don’t want a cabin but want to lie down.  These are like recliner seats and very comfortable.

Increased seating on vessels and discount on sales for islanders.  And breakfast service for early travellers.

Bus service very proud to see this as it has taken 6 years to get to this point.  Marketing is very important and work in partnership with others.  Encourage people to use web facilities.  Worked hard to make sure that people can find information easily about accessibility of vessels. 

Look to promote the islands and that people use this company to get there. Lot of competitions to encourage people to look at the web site.  Worked through national ferry fortnight. Encourage people to use ferries during that time.  Worked with Visit Scotland and radio stations and go to various travel and tourism expos.  Also looking at working with some of the disability magazines and advertise services but have not done that yet as they want to get to the next phase of their development.

Promote various webcams – brings people to the web site and encourages opportunities to link.

Northlink Ferries accessibility Policy – there but not up to date so over past 6 months working on that and shared with SATA and MACS.  Positive response.  We are compliant with legislation but this is not good enough. Wants to go above and beyond.  Wants Northlink Ferries to be the exemplar within the industry.  

Some recent developments – google streetview tours of the vessels to see layout before they go on board to see if there are any barriers that would affect them if they travelled. Want to extend this so that people can see the whole journey to see what is manageable and what not before travel.  

On board vessels – overnight routes have accessible cabins. Meet requirements but want to get people involved to say what would be nice to have – the next stage – go further to make trip most pleasurable.

Consulted on the policy and feedback is very positive.  Will hold accessibility days on the vessels and invite people to come on to the vessels and make comments. Also producing an accessibility leaflet.  Also training – needing to identify specific accessibility training and get the right people on board to deliver this training.

Networking – working to be included in as many forums as possible and through this –access the accessibility improvement funds – working in conjunction with groups to access funding and this may speed up processes and chance of success.

QUESTIONS

Hussein – the DDA has now been replaced by the Equalities Act – could you give us the specific accessibility facilities you have – ie assistance and what measures?

James – booking system. New reporting facility so that we can note passengers’ needs and with that report, info goes to different departments such as booking needs, deck department for boarding; hotel needs the passenger has.  Take people from check in on board the vessel to transfer them to an area that suits them including making sure they can access facilities.  

Alison – MS – huge incidence of MS and one of the issues is that disability and needs change as time goes on.  People with MS would be able to give information that would be useful.

James – has worked through local access forums and they represent a lot of different needs.  Need to engage with as many different people as possible so that they can identify and address as many issues as possible.  Sometimes we can’t change something but under those circumstances go back to the individual to explain why they can’t do that.

Pat – has travelled on these vessels and they are excellent.  They are really good but with so many different disabilities it is a real challenge to accommodate for everyone but very impressed with the facilities. 

James – a lot has been achieved but important to do generic training so that we raise awareness of staff of the main issues within the environment of being on board the ship; but next stage is to think about the specific individual needs – different needs of someone with a visual impairment as opposed to a wheelchair-user. Recruitment is really important – people with the right attitude relating to customer service and you can train them to do the rest.   Can create access for one group and a new barrier for another group.  No stigma someone with a disability has to be treated exactly the same as every other passenger.  

Terry B – asked the company to provide free trip for Amanda!  And this was approved for any individual as part of a group to give feedback to the group.

Sonja McCraig – Falkirk Access panel – passenger access regulations – only for ferries or for other modes of transport too.  Also publications – what format are they in?

James – regulations are for ships to bring them in line with some of the buses and trains.  3 main parts of legislation – how the passenger is treated during delays or difficulties; making sure no discrimination for disabled passengers; having a complaints handling service.  Pleased to say that prior to legislation they were 80% there. Formats – web format suitable for people with sight impairment and also works with talking software.  Regarding brochure – in large print and certain % in braille.

Brian – integrated transport services and difficulties faced in the past – biggest problem facing passengers – getting out of their homes and the video route is a great step forward to give people confidence to start the trip.  But one of the issues is winning over hearts and minds of bus operators.  As does SATA.  Restructuring of SATA is underway to feed into MACS and the other groups; SATA wants to work with operators to help them and help members to bring pressure on policy makers.  This is not an end of a relationship.

James – yes, wants this to be a fruitful working partnership. Lot of opportunities going forward to push this issue for people.

Hussein – flick through the web site and has a great deal of potential but there are a number of small things to be done to improve it and asks who the contact is to do that.  

James will leave his card for Hussein to get in touch – e-marketing executive.   Really important to get this right.  

Douglas – very pleased to note that they can help people travel off the vessel and to the port.  This can be a dangerous time for visually impaired people.  Many thanks to James and Fiona.

	 Information Exchange


Pauline – IS – 3 workshops on rights of disabled people – government will submit a report on what they have been doing for disabled people and so IS wants to present a shadow report on this.  Wants views of people – 29th May in Glasgow – BME disabled people specific focus but all are open to everyone.  11th June Dumfries with focus LGBT; 24th June Aberdeen and focus on disabled women.  10am to 3pm with lunch.  Book a place on 0141 559 5013. Angela.  This report will go with the Govt report to go to UN but it will be separate.

Chris Clark – attending a Scottish Government seminar on the very same thing – set up seminars on different themes and he will be attending the transport one to explain what is happening in various modes of transport.  2-way – what they should be doing better and what they might do better in the future.  Chris can feed back once he has been there.

Chris – also another couple of practical improvements – Access for All programme – improving railway stations. Rosyth and Shotts and Dyce – just completed and all step free through ramps or footbridge and lifts.  Newton Station – just about to be completed – lifts to each platform. Key Commonwealth link here as this is a key link to various venues.  Over next couple of months complete work at Gleneagles – step free.  All complete when Dunblane is done and so 19 stations will have been upgraded with 41m of investment – above Haymarket and Waverley.  

Fairly low key – some publicity will come but DFT Access for All will continue until 2019.  UK Govt. put in another 100m so when it finishes £490m across Britain. 3 more stations to be upgraded Blair Hill in Glasgow; Hamilton Central – complement recent upgrade of bus station; Elgin where provide lifts and a bridge.  Used as a through route for the town. Be next year or following year next year or the year after.  If we complete then more money will be found to keep the upgrades going. 

Rail – involved in the franchise – so the bids are in for next Scotrail franchise and announcements made later this year.  Start 1st April next year.  A lot of what they do is part of their licence and so will be in place whatever happens but what the authority is looking for is the added extras.  

Terry has guides online for Dalmarnock and Newton.

Patrick – end of this month Edi trams will start but unless you live in Edi you wont’ be able to use your pass.  But this is disputed by Douglas.  But this may be a card for people with blind or visual impairment card.  But for other entitlement cards won’t be able to use.  This is discrimination – only offering concessionary travel for those in Edinburgh.  There was a similar dispute around using buses a few years ago.  SATA was involved.

Douglas – SATA should do something about this – seek clarification on this point for the rail sub group . Is it the Govt that has decided this or the local authority?

Sonja – panel in Falkirk – came along to find out about good practice to help disabled people. Sonja asked Chris to look at some Falkirk stations – Larbert e.g. ramps are a bit steep.  Terry has guides for all of these stations. 

Stan – taxis – in Aberdeen tried to initiate work – people board taxis with guide dogs and sadly drivers may be of different origins won’t them on board as they don’t like dogs. We know the law says that dogs should be allowed but for someone who is visually impaired drivers may wave a certificate at you that visually impaired people can't read.  Need some way of blind people being able to see that a driver may have a justifiable reason for refusing a dog.    

Alison – has a lot of views about taxis but not really about being visually impaired – lack of availability. Stan will take this up with local forum in Aberdeen.  

Pat – another problem with taxis – ramps in taxis all fall on LHS so wont work with some ranks (on the RHS) as they have to move into the middle of the road.

Pauline – IS and SDEF went to Network Rail re access for blue badge in Waverley – closed to cars limited to certain taxis and organisational blue badge holders.  IS and SDEF wrote to Network Rail but had no response.  Letter of complaint from one of members who couldn’t park and so missed her train and missed her trip.  Unhappy at large space that could be used for blue badge parking but not used .

Chris – this is familiar and will email outwith the meeting. Raised with Network Rail through various channels and have done a lot to mitigate some of the issues but too long to raise at the meeting. Most issues should be resolved but one of 2 may be left out standing but he will address separately.

Hussein – at least there are 4 people who use screen readers. Scotrail has revamped page of information and it is not as accessible as before – it gives not accessible alternative at present.  Hussein will make an individual response but asks SATA to look at this and add their voice if appropriate.  Douglas – booking assistance – there was a password process to check for Spam and this created a barrier.

Chris – Patrick is off sick so can’t take this up and so Chris will raise this with Patrick’s boss to raise with Scotrail IT. Hussein will give Chris info outside the meeting.

Brian – GCC has a consultation out – transport strategy for Glasgow. Ends end May so chance to have a say.  GCC web site and submit comments.

Pat – huge issues re parking in Glasgow.

	 Report from Management committee


Bus Forum issue – wants to have some way of working with bus providers to have greater influence on practical day to day issues rather than strategy. Not much support so far from Transport Scotland.  Just this morning have agreed to set up a short life working group to take this forward.

AGM – 7th September – starting at lunch time and finishing at 3.30 in Glasgow.  One of features is the Achievement Awards.  Want to get nominations within 3 weeks. Would like to have more nominations in this year.  

Project progress and actions – we have had since last meeting one management committee meeting to review the project and an open meeting with members to produce ideas for progress.  We want to report on that this afternoon.

Terry B – copy of SATA constitution should be sent to all members – and Mike said it is on the web site and this information was sent to all members. Arthur – Courtesy to send out a constitution in hard copy to all members.  Arthur believes that this would help the members to think about the regional groups and Mike thought it was too much paper to send out.

Alan – we have never had an accessible transport strategy and action plan. We have had a national strategy produced in 2006 that mentions social inclusion as one of the high level objectives.  NI produced a transport strategy in 2005 and the Dept ofxxxxxx2012.  SATA intends to produce a strategy and action plan along the same lines.  Policy Sub Group has given this general approval but need more feedback now on some of the specifics.

What do we want to achieve 2015 – 2020? Things that can be done, measured and how we can assess progress.  We are now going to share this with our members to look for support and suggestions. It will only be relevant if people to get behind it and treat it in a positive way.

	Report on Project


One of objectives of project was to come up with a sustainable structure for SATA – and create an organisation that listens to members and is led by them . spent first part of project speaking to members.  Produced a report on this consultation and a literature.  Came up with a strategy to decide where to go now within the context of who is else is out there and what we can realistically achieve.

Recommendations to take this report’s recommendations to the members and to consider the creation of regional sub groups for SATA to help with logistics of meeting and also to empower local groups to discuss local issues and work directly with local operators and feed this is not a central committee of SATA that works with MACS and other national agencies to exert influence.  

At present, disabled people do not have a part to play in the design of services.  MACS is a body to work with the government on design, but the ordinary person has no way of having assay except through complaints.  Want to be involved at design stage and not wait until there is a problem about which they need to complain.  

We asked members to get involved and give their views and 60% said they would be willing to get involved but there is a lot of work to do to achieve that.  Brian’s contract is about up and there is not time to put this structure in place.  We have also struggled to have an impact on policy makers and it takes time to build relationships to do this.

So members agree we need funded workers to support its work.  But to get funding we need to demonstrate what our purpose is and where we fit in the current context. What are we going to deliver and how we are going to deliver it.  So we need to know what members want from the organisation and we need to be able to show what we bring to the table and how we can help operators and help passengers and disabled people to bring about change.

We have a lot of information to use and we have the evidence. But without this link to local issue and local people this is a great gap.  Decision this morning – next stage for a small team to put together a document to highlight the issues that have come from the project and argue the case based on the rationale of having a proactive regional organisation that is adequately funded and placed in the right place. 

Douglas asked for questions – Pat made comments.  All different variations and so finding one route is difficult.  Funding – becoming extremely difficult because of present climate.  Persuasive argument.  But although we are going the right way we need to consider the implications of splitting the organisation into bits – risk of fragmentation.

Falkirk Access Panel going through a very similar process as this. There was a suggestion that SATA consider internships – a 13 week graduate placement.

Many thanks to Brian for his work on our project. Round of applause.

	AOCB


	Blue Badge issues – Alison asked that we do not to lose this as an issue
	Mike asked people for ideas of topics and speakers for meetings beyond May. 


	 Next Meeting:  17th September Glasgow Charing Cross Premier Inn starting at lunch time. 


Frances Simpson (Meetings Organiser/Minute Secretary), 53 North Street, Newtyle, Angus, PH12 8TU; 07447 591202
E-mail: fjanes1@gmail.com 

PLEASE USE EMAIL IF AT ALL POSSIBLE.  OR MOBILE.

